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Automating wheelchair services through innovation


Streamline the ever-increasing demands of your wheelchair service, control your budgets and improve the working lives of your workforce
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Watch Our Video




















We're the first software provider on the market place that offers an integrated software solution for Community Equipment and Wheelchair Services!
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TCES Wheelchair is a platform for creating and managing paperless prescription orders and repairs, including direct links into stock management/workshops and technician routes to track progress. The solution allows clinical purchasing from a defined new and recycled wheelchair catalogue.



Improve efficiencies and cut costs by either integrating your Community Equipment and Wheelchair Service or by using TCES Wheelchair as a standalone solution. Investing in a joint up way of working will enable the coordination of equipment deliveries and collections, whilst improving the way of working for staff across your service. Providing the best possible service to service users, making sure they are always at the heart of what you do.
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Service User Management


Service User Management



Manage clinical and service user data with ease
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Referrals & Triage


Referrals & Triage



Track referral, assessment and appointment activity
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Diary & Appointment Management


Diary & Appointment Management



Oversee and control clinical appointments
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Clinical Services Mobile App


Clinical Services Mobile App



View clinical diaries and complete assessments on-the-go
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Assessments & Pause/Stop Clock


Assessments & Pause/Stop Clock



Simplify your assessment process
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Issuing Prescriptions


Issuing Prescriptions



Issue wheelchair prescriptions with confidence
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Wheelchair Ordering


Wheelchair Ordering



Streamline your wheelchair ordering
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Workshop Operations


Workshop Operations



Closely manage and control repairs, refurbishments and modifications
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Handover


Handover



Streamline the wheelchair transfer whether at home or in clinic
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Residents Portal


Residents Portal



Offering a secure portal for service users
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Supplier Portal


Supplier Portal



Manage activities fulfilled by your suppliers
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Finance Management


Finance Management



Keep track of financials with ease
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Business Intelligence Reporting


Business Intelligence Reporting



Analyse every component of your service
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Why should your Wheelchair Service invest in TCES Wheelchair?

TCES Wheelchair is a revolutionary software platform that will benefit any service that signs up. The benefits of using TCES Wheelchair are extensive, the fundamental benefits are:








Your service will become paperless






Data Security will be maximised






Operational costs will be reduced






The entire wheelchair ordering process will become automated






Managerial staff will have full visibility of everyday working and wheelchair ordering

















See how TCES Wheelchair can benefit your service!
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Mobile Working



With the increasing demands on prescribing staff mobile working is essential. TCES Wheelchair is fully responsive and can be used on any mobile device, so orders can be placed anytime, anywhere.
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TCES Wheelchair is integrated with ReachDeck®, offering key usability and accessibility to all. It reduces language barriers and encourages participation from audiences with dyslexia, low literacy or mild visual impairments. This integration has many attributes including language selection, reading tools such as highlighted text options and an audio function.








TCES Wheelchair also integrates with the powerful screen reading technology JAWS® whose aim is focused on improving and enhancing the use of computers for those with visual impairments. Offering both visual and audible flexibility JAWS® is multi-lingual, supports Braille displays, and has the capability to process images into speech, allowing users to manage productivity with ease.
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						Consultancy & Problem Solving with CSS
Blog
19 Mar at 10:48 am
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While we are most well-known for our asset management software solutions, our services do not stop there. Drawing from our years of experience in creating and implementing software solutions, we have confidence in our ability to carry out a number of services for our clients. Whether it’s implementation guidance from…
		

			
	
		
						Croydon Go-Live
News
22 Feb at 11:37 am
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Croydon Community Equipment Service Go-Live Last November our latest contract went live with Croydon Community Equipment Service, providing them with TCES Community. Our community equipment ordering software solution has brought new efficiencies to the service and helped streamline their processes; allowing them to continue their critical work with reduced risks…
		

			
	
		
						Transforming Community Equipment Services
Blog
6 Feb at 10:30 am
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Thinking of moving your community equipment services to the cloud? Look no further. With over 27 years of experience in this sector, we pride ourselves on delivering exceptional community equipment stores management solutions. Now we work with over 70 healthcare organisations and help them ensure equipment is always effectively sourced…
		

			
	
		
						Naughty or Nice?
Blog
December 14, 2023
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The Naughty and Nice List of Asset Management ‘Tis the season to run effective asset management! Whether it means making the most of Zebra hardware, following every process to the letter or just as Santa ensures all presents go to the right people, effective asset management means tagging your inventory…
		

			
	
		
						3 Benefits of an Asset Management App
Blog
December 7, 2023
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In today’s digital age, managing assets efficiently and effectively is crucial for any organisation. Asset management software has become a go-to solution to streamline processes and help keep track of important assets. But with the rise of mobile technology, it’s becoming increasingly important for asset management solutions to be accessible…
		

			
	
		
						New Business Technology Officer
News
November 7, 2023
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Kevin Lee Business Technology Officer at CSS!       What responsibilities do you have at CSS? At CSS, my key responsibilities as the Business Technology Officer involve developing tailored solutions to meet our customers’ needs. This includes engaging in customer support by preparing user guides to assist them in…
		

			
	
		
						Everything You Need to Know about SaaS
Blog
June 22, 2023
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  SaaS is a term you might see a lot in online circles or tech publications and it’s thrown around so often that its meaning can become slightly obscured. SaaS stands for “Software as a Service”. Through a subscription, a user is given access to externally-hosted software that provides them…
		

			
	
		
						Benefits of a Combined Software Solution
Blog
June 13, 2023
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Benefits of a Combined Software and Hardware Asset Management Solution Managing assets effectively is no small task. For ongoing accurate asset data items need to be tracked throughout their whole lifecycle, databases for their information need to be comprehensive, and every single process needs to be logged, verified, and authenticated.…
		

			
	
		
						Positive Planet Certified
News
February 16, 2023
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Here at CSS, we have always had the goal of being one of the most sustainable and environmentally friendly businesses in our industry and have firmly believed it is possible to meet the needs of the business without compromising on our environmental impact. In November, we decided to make this…
		

			
	
		
						Happy New Year 2023!
News
January 2, 2023
[image: happy new year 2023]
All of us at CSS would like to wish you all the best for the new year! It’s been a busy year here at CSS, we’ve had new contracts, new faces, new everything! We’ve made sure to work round the clock so we can maintain our high standards of excellence.…
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For Helpdesk support click here



Social Media



Twitter

LinkedIn






Company

About Us

Terms and Conditions

Privacy Policy




Mobile APP
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Other Services



Pro-Cloud

Pro-Cloud Public Safety

Pro-Cloud Fleet

TCES Community






Contact Us

CSS Europe Limited

Building 2 & 3 Parkside Court

Lichfield

Staffordshire

WS13 7FE

United Kingdom

Phone:

0800 652 0488

Email:

enquiries@csseurope.co.uk










TCES Wheelchair is a product of CSS.






CSS is a trading name of CSS Europe Limited. Copyright© 2024 CSS Europe Limited.
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This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this website you agree to the terms and conditions set out in our privacy policy. You can view our current policy here.
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